Graph Solutions
Take advantage of graph methods and technology to
leverage the complex patterns hiding in your data and
gain deeper insights into your business.

• True transparency in your sales funnel
• Finding clusters of products and services that sell
• Data lineage for compliance (GDPR) or due diligence
• Fraud detection
• Queryable inventory of systems, users and data
• Better governance through a digital business process landscape
• Customer relationship network
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With the right combination from Quantum’s Graph Solutions Menu, you can connect data as
it is stored, giving you visualization and analysis options between the interconnected data to
discover complex data patterns and generate insight from your data. Because sometimes, the
relationships between data points tell you more than the points themselves.
Starting with an audit workshop, we work with you to find which combination of menu items best
fit your needs. We create a roadmap and then – step-by-step – go about achieving the desired
results. And by finding the right combination, we’re able to make your investment a low-risk way
to add value to your organization.

Possible Components
1

Identifiy business cases

2

Design graph model

3

Set up dedicated graph database

4

Populate the graph model

5

Visualize the network to let our brains seek patterns

6

Analyze the network with the help of algorithms for further pattern recognition

7

Define and setup interfaces for others (e.g. Sales Reps) to use the graph environment

8

Map business problems with the graph approach

9

Integrate graph databases into business processes

10 Make your Visio diagrams come alive and queryable
11 Extend your BI/Data warehouse world with graph perspectives
12 Identify segments or communities in your customer base
13 Inventory Platform for data usage, systems, processes, projects, products and services
14 Training and courses to learn graph databases, graph analytics and graph visualisation
15 Coaching - your “personal trainer” service for making basic learning stick

Typical Combinations
The Foundation

2

3

(4)

The Roll Out

7

11

12

Solve Local Problem

11

3

4

Do It Yourself

7

14

15

5

6

+ any of 7 - 13

9

To learn more about how to get started and which components are right for your business, contact us at
info@qbis.ch.
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